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FOREWORD

by Carol Seigel

The Freud Museum London at 20 Maresfield Gardens was the final home of Sigmund Freud, 
the founder of psychoanalysis.  It was here in this house, on a leafy side street in north London, 
that the Freud family settled in 1938 after fleeing Nazi persecution in Austria. 

This book celebrates the richness and importance of the collections housed in 20 Maresfield 
Gardens, where Sigmund Freud was able, as he wished, ‘to die in freedom’. Freud had created a 
unique working space for himself over many years in Vienna. Due to an unusual combination 
of factors, he was able to transplant this extraordinary environment to London. Given the 
circumstances of Nazi occupation this is in itself an important story of survival against the odds.

A visitor today entering Freud’s study in London is as overwhelmed by the multiplicity, the 
range, the beauty, and the significance of the artefacts jostling for position as the poet Hilda 
Doolittle (H.D.) was when she visited Freud in Vienna for analyses in the 1930s:  

‘Pricelessly lovely objects are displayed here on the shelves to right, to left of me. 
I have been told about the Professor, his family, his way of life. But no one had 
told me that this room was lined with treasures.’

H.D. recognised, as we do today, that engaging with Sigmund Freud’s collections was a way 
of entering into his world, a way of being able to understand the well spring of psychoanalysis 
and the influences behind the development of Sigmund Freud’s thinking. Freud’s fascination 
with the myths and legends of the classical world, his passion for collecting, give us a way to 
approach the development of his radical new method of understanding the human mind and 
dealing with its disturbances. 

This was also the final home of Sigmund Freud’s daughter Anna, pioneer of child analysis. 
Anna lived at Maresfield Gardens for over forty years until her death in 1982, and preserved 
her father’s study and his collections over these decades.

20 Maresfield Gardens opened as a museum after Anna Freud’s death, and has become both a 
popular historic house exploring the legacy of the Freuds, and a renowned international centre 
for exhibitions, research, education and innovative public programmes. 

One of the Museum’s key aims remains though to care for the house and its collections, to 
deepen knowledge of the objects in our custody, and to make these as accessible as possible to 
a wide range of visitors, at home and abroad, in person and online.

Yet the price of preserving Freud’s study means that many of the pieces are hard for the casual 
visitor to view in detail, placed as they are at the back of a case or behind a barrier. In recent 
years every object in the collection has been photographed, and the beautiful images in this 
publication by Ardon bar Hama and Karolina Urbaniak enable a far wider audience to view 
these extraordinary pieces close up.
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Over the years since the Museum opened, research has been carried out on the objects in the 
collection both within the Museum and by academic experts from outside. The information 
gathered has contributed to each entry in this publication, and highlighted where there is still 
further research to be done. The curatorial team at the Museum is grateful to all the academics 
and specialists who have helped with this research.

This publication is one of a series of books showcasing the collections and archives of the Museum. 
Further information can also be found on the Museum’s website, and serious researchers are 
welcome to visit the Museum in person to explore its archives, libraries and collections. Our aim 
is to make the Museum’s beautiful and significant collections better known and available to a 
global audience.

I hope you will enjoy this publication, and visit us at the Freud Museum London when you can.

Carol Seigel

Director, Freud Museum London

March 2019
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SIGMUND FREUD AND HIS COLLECTION OF ANTIQUITIES 

by Sophie Leighton

By the time of his death, Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, had amassed a collection 
of over 3,000 antiquities. These included pieces from Egypt, Greece, Rome, and South and 
South-East Asia, as well as South America. Many are small enough to be handled but some 
are enormous. Some are precious and cherished, and some were bought to be bartered with. 
Over 2,000 still remain in what was his London home, now the Freud Museum London at 20 
Maresfield Gardens. How did Freud’s passion for antiquity develop? What exactly did Freud 
collect, and why? 

Why antiquities? 

As a young man, Freud had a classical education and read widely. His library, of which there 
are around 2,500 books still remaining in his London home, covers literature, science, art and 
travel. He had books on hieroglyphs and myths, for example, Shakespeare and Goethe, as well 
as numerous texts on science and psychology. Freud was interested both in the psychoanalysis 
of an individual mind but also broader questions of culture. He was absorbed by how societies 
and civilisations functioned. The development of his collection is a manifestation of this deep 
interest.1 

As Janine Burke outlines2, Freud was deeply impressed with antiquities – when courting his 
fiancée Martha Bernays he visited the Louvre and wrote to her about it in wonder:

Now I remember, of course - yesterday I went to the Louvre, at least to the 
antiquities wing... I just had time for a fleeting glance at the Assyrian and Egyptian 
rooms, which I must visit again several times. There were Assyrian kings – tall as 
trees and holding lions for lapdogs in their arms...and then Egyptian bas-reliefs 
decorated in fiery colours, veritable colossi of kings, real sphinxes, a dreamlike 
world.3

Freud was 29 when he wrote this, and his passion for antiquity is already evident. At this time 
in the 1880s, Freud, spurred on by his wish to earn an income in order to marry his fiancée, 
was training to be a doctor. He went to Paris in 1885 to study with the neurologist Jean-Martin 
Charcot. Charcot was director of one of the biggest asylums in the world from 1863, the 
Salpêtrière Hospital. Freud was overwhelmed by Charcot’s style, intelligence and charisma. 
He was impressed by Charcot’s apartment, which was crammed with antiquities. Charcot, by 

1. This book focuses on Freud’s antiquities but of course Freud’s collection at the Freud Museum 
London also comprises his library, prints, paintings, photographs, textiles and furniture. The Museum 
also holds extensive archive material.
2. Burke (2006), p.65
3. Letter to Martha Bernays 19.10.1885, quoted in part in Burke (2006), p.65
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no means alone amongst his peers in his hobby to collect, sowed the seed for Freud’s passion 
for antiquities.

Sigmund Freud’s father, Jacob Freud, with whom Freud had a complex relationship, died in 
1896. This was also probably the year in which Freud started collecting, and also for Freud a 
time of professional isolation.4 On a practical level, Freud was probably able to start collecting 
then as he no longer had to pay for his father’s upkeep. In a letter to his friend and colleague 
Wilhelm Fliess (6 December 1896) Freud writes ‘I have now decorated my room with plaster 
casts of Florentine statues. This was a source of extraordinary refreshment for me: I intend 
getting rich in order to repeat this journey.’  The German word for refreshment, Erquickung, 
can also be translated as ‘renewal’ and ‘comfort’, expressing the therapeutic effect that Freud 
discovered in collecting following his father’s death.5  Freud had spent a week in Florence in 
1896, and these casts were treasured souvenirs. The first visual record of Freud’s collection is a 
photograph from around 1905 showing Freud in front of a plaster of Michaelangelo’s Dying 
Slave, which he would have seen in the Louvre. None of these plaster casts survive and Freud 
quickly developed a preference, as he wrote to Fliess, for his ‘old and grubby gods’ opting to 
collect originals over copies from as early as 1897.6

Freud’s choice of antiquities often had direct relevance to his work: for example, Freud’s Sphinx 
that we believe he acquired later on in life. It is Greek, fifth- to fourth-century BC, and made 
of terracotta. It is very solid and unsmiling, appropriate for a creature half lion, half woman, 
who held the riddle that Oedipus solved. Freud based one of his most famous theories, the 
Oedipus complex, on the myth of Oedipus, to explain what he termed the phallic stage of 
psychosexual development. Named after the Greek king who unwittingly killed his father 
Laius and married his mother Jocasta, Freud believed that this occurs in three- to six-year-olds, 
when they fall in love with the parent of the opposite sex. Freud wrote:

I have found, in my own case too, being in love with my mother and jealous 
of my father, and I now consider it a universal event in early childhood... If 
this is so, we can understand the gripping power of Oedipus Rex, in spite of all 
the objections that reason raises against the presupposition of fate... The Greek 
legend seizes upon a compulsion which everyone recognises because he senses 
its existence within himself.7 

The archaeological metaphor

The archaeological metaphor was important to Freud in informing his work. Lou Andreas-Salomé, 
a friend of Freud and an early female analyst, said of Freud: ‘One sensed how easily such a 
recreation of the past came to him and one was reminded of the antique objects in his study 

4.  Gamwell (1989), p.21
5.  Gamwell (1989), p.24
6. Burke (2006), p.139
7.  Freud (1892-99), SE Vol. I, p.265 
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Figurine of Isis and Horus 
Egyptian, Late Period 664 BC – 525 BC 
Museum Number: 3037

On the right side of Freud’s desk sits a finely crafted figure of Isis and her son 
Horus. It is one of many depictions of these gods in Freud’s collection. Isis was 
the sister and wife of Osiris, and was much worshipped in Late Period Egypt as 
representative of the wifely and motherly virtues that Egyptians valued. 

In the Egyptian myth of resurrection, following the violent death of Osiris at 
the hands of his own brother, Isis retrieves her lover’s body and brings it back to 
life through magic. They then conceive their son before Osiris’s second death, 
becoming Lord of the Underworld. Isis gives birth to Horus in secret, protecting 
him with her powers so that he can grow up to avenge the murder of his father. 
As such, Horus came to represent new beginnings.

This heavy bronze figure depicts Isis in a tripartite vulture headdress surmounted 
by the horned disc of her close associate, the cow goddess Hathor. The child 
Horus, called Harpocrates in human form, is represented not as a child but, in 
typical Egyptian fashion, as a miniature adult.

Isis represented the mother of Pharaohs and the guarantor of royal succession. 
Always an important goddess in the pantheon, worship of Isis was especially 
popular during the later periods of Ancient Egypt and under Roman rule her 
cult spread throughout the empire. Depictions of her suckling her child are seen 
by some as an obvious prototype for the Christian image of the Madonna and 
Child.1 

The intimate depiction of queen as mother and her king as son may have appealed 
to Freud, who was himself a first born and favoured child. He once wrote that 
‘If a man has been his mother’s undisputed darling he retains throughout life 
the triumphant feeling, the confidence in success, which not seldom brings 
actual success along with it.’2 Ending this essay on childhood memory he quoted 
Goethe: ‘My strength has its roots in my relation to my mother.’3

This figure was found by the antique dealer Robert Lustig in a junk shop near 
Vienna. When Lustig asked the price the shop owner put the statue on a scale to 
weigh it and Lustig purchased it for the price of the metal. Freud then bought it 
from Lustig in 1935. The price Freud paid is unknown.

1. Gamwell & Wells 
(eds.)(1989), p.53

2. Freud (1917), SE 
Vol. XVII, p.156

3. ibid.
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Figure of Athena 
Roman, 100 AD 
Museum Number: 3007

Freud demonstrated his love of this bronze Athena figure by placing her in the 
centre of his desk and by selecting her as the first piece to be smuggled out of 
Vienna in 1938. The Nazi annexation of Austria threatened not only his family’s 
safety but also the loss of his entire antiquities collection. This is widely acknowledged 
to be his favourite piece.

Athena, Greek goddess of war, stands upright and solid despite being just 10cm tall. 
She has many characteristics other than being goddess of warfare: she represents 
wisdom, weaving, courage, inspiration, civilization, the city, law and justice – a 
panoply of attributes in a tiny figure. The overall style of the figure is Roman, 
however her pose is classical Greek, suggesting the influence of a fifth century 
B.C. Greek work.4 This pose is known as contrapposto, an Italian term to describe 
a figure standing with most of its weight on one foot so its shoulders twist off-axis 
from the hips and legs. 

In her right hand Athena holds a decorated patera, a libation bowl for ritualistically 
pouring liquid, and in her raised left hand she once held a spear which is now 
noticeably absent. We know from the account of American poet H.D. (Hilda 
Doolittle) that Freud once made reference to Athena during analysis, treating the 
object as a symbolic explanation of his interpretation: ‘She is perfect,’ he said, 
‘only she has lost her spear.’5  

Athena wears a Corinthian style helmet with a long crest and an aegis, or 
breastplate, adorned with a Medusa head, a typical attribute of Athena which 
Freud references in his controversial theory of the castration complex.6  Many 
people have argued that this concept shows Freud’s formulation of a theory of 
female sexuality only in its relation to a male norm.7 Was this Freud’s aim or was 
it simply the standard of the time in which he was writing? 

Freud clearly regarded Athena as a powerful figure. Travelling from Paris to London 
after escaping Nazi-occupied Austria, Freud kept her with him, talismanic in her 
power. ‘The one day in your house in Paris,’ he wrote to Marie Bonaparte in June 
1938 ‘restored our good mood and sense of dignity; after being surrounded by love 
for twelve hours we left proud and rich under the protection of Athene.’8  

4. Gamwell & Wells 
(eds.)(1989), p.110

5. Doolittle (1956), 
pp.68-69

6. Freud (1920), SE 
Vol. XVIII, p.274

7. Gamwell & Wells 
(eds.)(1989), p.110

8. Molnar (1992), 
p.239
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Balsamarium with satyr and maenad 
Etruscan, 3rd Century BC 
Museum Number: 3029

Bronze vessels of this type, called balsamaria, were made to hold perfume or oil. 
Commonly uncovered in Etruscan tombs, they often took the form of a head 
or, as in this case, two faces joined at the sides. Many balsamaria were designed 
to perfume the air, acting as a room’s air freshener. Look closely and you can see 
that Freud’s vessel has pierced lugs, or holes, on either side to attach a chain and 
suspend from a hook. 

The faces represented here are a satyr and a maenad, the male and female followers 
of Dionysus, the Greek god of wine. Satyrs and maenads are mischievous creatures. 
The maenad is an image of idealised female beauty and the satyr, with his snub 
nose and strong eyebrows, epitomises ugliness. Satyrs are amorous, even lecherous 
creatures, part-man, part-beast, and maenads symbolize impulse and abandon. 
Both faces on Freud’s figure are carefully modelled and finished by hand. 

Freud was always interested in dual personalities and owned several two-faced 
figures. In 1899 he bought a stone Janus head, which is now mysteriously missing 
from his collection.9 Janus was the Roman god of doorways, passages and gates, 
and protector of the home, with two faces directed in opposite ways. This double 
-headed balsamarium sat on Freud’s desk in Vienna and London, gazing in one 
direction at Freud’s chair and in another direction at Freud’s famous couch. 

Dualism runs throughout Freud’s work, appearing in such fundamental theories 
as the pleasure principle versus the reality principle, sexual instincts versus ego 
instincts, libido versus aggression, and Eros versus Thanatos. Central to the image 
of this balsamarium is the notion of the basic bisexuality of all human beings, 
which Freud discusses in his fundamental work Three Essays on the Theory of 
Sexuality.10 

9. Burke (2006), p.162

10. Freud (1905), SE 
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AFTERWORD

Sigmund Freud’s Collection in the 21st Century

by Bryony Davies

‘One intention as a matter of fact I have almost finished carrying out, an in-
tention which a number of yet unborn and unfortunate people will one day 
resent… they are my  biographers. I have destroyed all my notes of the past 
14 years, as well as letters, scientific excerpts and manuscripts of my papers… 
As for the biographers, let them worry, we have no desire to make it too easy 
for them.’

- Sigmund Freud, in a letter to his fiancée Martha Bernays, 28 April 18851

In 1914, as Europe descended into violence and darkness, Sigmund Freud sat in his Vienna 
consulting room and regarded his growing collection. He had been collecting antiquities since 
the end of the previous century and now these precious objects had begun to fill every case, 
cabinet and surface in his study. His son, Martin Freud, was already embroiled in the military 
action in Europe and Freud sought an occupation to distract himself from his growing worry. 
He would, he thought, produce a catalogue of his extraordinary possessions.

Unfortunately for the curators of the Freud Museum London, this catalogue no longer exists. It 
was reportedly never completed, but even a partial document would be a gift a century later. As 
is apparent from this publication, Freud did not keep a record of when and where he acquired 
the antiquities in his collection. Over the years writers and researchers have pieced together 
anecdotes from letters, notes and diaries, which have provided glimpses into Freud’s buying 
habits. We know he gave and received antiquities as gifts from friends and family, and later 
in his life even received them from strangers, such as the beautiful Vishnu statuette from the 
Indian Psychoanalytic Society.

But Freud’s mysterious catalogue could have provided so much more information on those 
objects acquired before 1914. Although it was never completed, Freud certainly began in 
earnest, painting numbers onto the bases or sometimes even the surface of objects. The red 
paint applied by Freud remains to this day, to the consternation of many conservators. So we 
know that these particular objects were in the collection in 1914 but not what the numbers 
denote. If only the catalogue was not destroyed, the story of Sigmund Freud’s collection may 
have been a lot more detailed today.

***

The objects chosen for this book represent a cross-section of Freud’s collection. When selecting 
the antiquities to feature one factor was quality, but also important was the significance an

1. Freud (ed.)(1961), p.152
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object held in Freud’s life. Many of these statuettes and vases stood on the shelves of his study  
for decades and inspired some of his most famous theories. Representations of the Sphinx, in 
either statuette form or as the decoration of vessels, cannot go unnoticed in Freud’s collection 
or his work. Athena, written about extensively as Freud’s favourite object, was the only piece 
to accompany him personally to London while escaping Nazi-occupied Austria. These objects 
held a unique place not only in his study but also in his life.

Other items in this book hold a more discreet position in the collection. The vast group of glass 
bottles, for example, are rarely referenced in texts and are positioned in an often overlooked 
corner of the library. We wanted to feature artworks from civilisations and communities 
outside the Egyptian, Roman and Greek collections. Two Indigenous North American 
objects appear here, as does a Peruvian vessel and a beautifully carved Balinese statuette. These 
sometimes seem at odds with the overwhelmingly Greek and Egyptian assortment, but their 
presence in Freud’s household shows they meant something to him and the unknown way in 
which they arrived in Vienna or London adds a layer of mystery.   

All of Freud’s treasures, from semi-nude Venus to grotesque head, have their own original story 
and distinct place in his cabinets. This is a small selection of 60 from around 2,000; a representation 
of Freud’s eclectic tastes and shopping habits. The objects in this book have very different pasts, 
but have all somehow ended up in the same distinctive room in North London. All of the 
items have unique issues and needs, and it is the job of the museum’s curators to address these. 

Freud’s collection poses many challenges for curators in 2019. In order to stay true to Freud’s 
own curatorial vision, objects remain in the cases and positions that Freud himself assigned 
them in 1938. But he was not, of course, curating a display in a museum: he was arranging his 
personal possessions in his own manner in order to make this new house in London a home for 
himself and his family. Ernest Jones’ biography recalls Freud’s son Ernst arranging the pictures 
and cabinets in the London study, as well as their housekeeper Paula’s impressive memory, 
which ‘enabled her to replace the various objects on Freud’s desk in their precise order, so that 
[Freud] felt at home the moment he sat at it on his arrival.’2  

There was little thought given to visitors’ abilities to see all the objects on display. Cabinets are 
crowded with items tucked into corners and facing different ways. The house itself was a family 
home; a not quite typical North London residence with draughts and chills in the winter, 
high humidity in the summer. But once this home became an accredited museum in 1986, the 
challenges facing the collection became clearer. It was no longer a personal accumulation of gifts 
and treasures, but a publicly accessible, internationally recognised museum collection.

***

In 2017 curators at the Freud Museum worked with a specialist conservator to assess the needs 
of the collection in the 21st century. With painstaking care and accuracy, each object in the 
study was evaluated and assigned a condition number between one and four: one being stable 
and secure, four being in serious need of conservation work. 

This work does not just address obvious damage like breakages. Often older damage has been 

2. Jones (1974), p.248
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poorly repaired with old-fashioned glue which is now eroding, or even leaking out and actively 
damaging the object’s surface. Some materials are prone to deterioration, with bronze disease 
effecting metals and fluctuations in temperatures causing ivory carvings to split. Some objects 
appear fine, but are unstable on their base, need more support to prevent movement, or require 
padding to protect them from a potentially damaging mount. Each unique object faces a 
different issue which only specialist conservators are able to carry out.3

Assessing the collection and evaluating the findings allows staff to understand and plan for 
potential dangers. Some of these are small, such as obtaining new mounts for certain objects, 
and some are major, such as overhauling the environmental conditions of the museum. Situated 
in an historic house, Freud’s study is subject to fluctuations in temperature, humidity and light 
levels, which have the potential to damage the antiquities. As custodian of the collection it is 
the museum’s responsibility to closely monitor and control these risks. Objects are carefully 
handled and dusted, lights kept low and temperatures monitored to prevent unnecessary 
deterioration.

With this in mind it is the museum’s aim to continue preventative conservation work on the 
collection, in both small and large ways. Our 2017 survey resulted in specialist treatment for 
a number of objects, with proposals drawn up for many more. The aim of such work is not to 
restore items to look as they did when new, but rather to preserve and retain the integrity of 
the antiquity whilst interfering as little as possible. 

The skills and technology required for this work is understandably costly, and through 
fundraising efforts, grants and donations, the museum will continue to undertake this work. 
Objects in Freud’s collection come from China, Egypt, North and South America, Europe, 
and elsewhere, dating from 2000 BC to the 20th century. Somehow these objects, large and 
small, have survived burial and disinterment, world travel and world wars, to be cared for in a 
comfortable and eclectic North London study. The Freud Museum aims to ensure they survive 
in the best possible condition for future generations. 

3. Many thanks to Julia Park-Newman,  specialist in Decorative Arts and Archaeological Conservation, 
who assessed the collection and treated many objects, providing much-needed information.
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THE FREUD MUSEUM LONDON

All the antiquities featured in this book can be seen at the Freud Museum London.

The Freud Museum London was the final home of Sigmund Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, 
and his daughter Anna, pioneer of child psychoanalysis. It was here at 20 Maresfield Gardens that 
the Freud family settled in 1938 after escaping from Nazi persecution in Austria.

The Museum houses Sigmund Freud’s library, personal papers and his collection of antiquities. 
The centrepiece of the house is Freud’s study. Here, among the book-lined walls and classical 
objects, you will find his original and now iconic psychoanalytic couch.

The Education Service offers tailored programmes for groups from schools and universities and 
adult learners. Students can experience the atmosphere of Freud’s study and discuss his life and 
work at times when the Museum is closed to the public. 

The Museum has a regular programme of temporary exhibitions, including by artists such as 
Louise Bourgeois, Alice Anderson and Mark Wallinger. The Museum also runs a lively and varied 
programme of talks, classes, performances and conferences exploring the history of psychoanalysis 
and its impact on contemporary culture. 

The Museum also holds a substantial Archive, Reference Library and Photo Library. Research is 
free of charge and by appointment.

Further information and booking details at www.freud.org.uk

Contact Information:

20 Maresfield Gardens, London, NW3 5SX

Tel: +44 (0)20 7435 2002

www.freud.org.uk

info@freud.org.uk 

If you would like to make a donation towards the care and conservation of our collections please 
visit https://www.freud.org.uk/join-support/

Sigmund Freud’s apartment in Vienna is also now a Museum open to the public 

http://www.freud-museum.at/
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